
Starting this year, primary care
providers can get a 10% bonus for
their Medicare primary care ser-
vices.
That’s the result of a provision

of health care reform, or the
Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act, and the purpose, obviously, is to encourage
primary care practice.
Under the new provision, primary care providers

can get an extra 10% on their primary care charges for
services provided from January 1 of this year through
the end of 2015.
The incentives will be paid quarterly, and one gen-

eral estimate is that a typical internist could see as
much as $12,000 to $16,000 additional Medicare rev-
enue each year.
The office doesn’t have to do anything to apply for

the bonus. Instead, the Medicare contractors will
determine which providers are eligible and how much
the bonus amount should be. Each contractor will list
the providers who qualify for bonus payments on its
website, and the first payments will be sent out shortly
after March 31.

who qualifies for the money?

The bonus has two requirements.
First, the provider must meet the definition of pri-

mary care practitioner. Medicare defines primary care
practitioner as
• a physician whose Medicare enrollment shows a

specialty designation of family medicine (08), internal
medicine (11), geriatrics (38), or pediatrics (37)

– or –
• a nonphysician practitioner whose Medicare spe-

cialty designation is nurse practitioner (50), clinical
nurse specialist (89), or physician assistant (97).
And second, during the past two years, the

provider’s charges for primary care must have
accounted for 60% of the allowable charges.
That means it’s not possible to make a sudden

switch to primary care and get
the bonus. Instead, it’s being
given for services already pro-
vided.
The Medicare contractors

already have the names of the
primary care practitioners who

are eligible for the program.

the NPI is the payment key

Medicare will do the bonus calculations by NPI,
and what counts is the NPI that appears on the claim.
Thus, if a claim is or has been submitted by another
practitioner or by a group practice, the rendering prac-

(please turn to page 3)
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this month’s
idea

A good hire has a good resume
as well as good body language
Good interviewing requires resume evaluation and a bit of psy-

chology, says office manager SCOTT FORD of Dixie Primary Care
in St. George, UT. It’s not just what candidates say but how they say
it. And Ford should know. He is a licensed clinical social worker,
and as manager, he applies his skills in therapy and counseling to
interviewing.
Beyond the resume, he says, what he looks for “are the nonverbal

clues.”
One is how the candidate is dressed. Somebody “who comes in

professionally dressed and groomed” is trying to impress the inter-
viewer. That person is eager to get the job. By contrast, an unprofes-
sional appearance is a sign of only passing interest.
Another is nervousness. Anybody is nervous at the start of an

interview, but 10 or 15 minutes into it, the candidate needs to get
comfortable. If that’s not possible, how will that person respond to
the stress that’s inherent to every position in a medical office?
Another is the response to difficult questions. Somebody who

looks the interviewer in the eye is giving a truthful answer. But
somebody who angles away from the interviewer or moves back-
wards a little “is putting up a psychological barrier.” Chances are the
answer is evasive or even untruthful.
The same is true when people start picking their nails or looking

at the ground, he says. The response “is not real.” And the person
who looks up toward the ceiling before responding “is searching the
sky for an answer.”
Notice also the affect, or the signs of emotion that accompany

what’s being said. When someone says “I want this job,” the face
should show seriousness and interest. Without that, the candidate is
just going through the motions of an interview or needs work and
doesn’t care what it is and has no intention of being committed to
the job.
Confidence is important too, because it indicates the person is

looking for a career. Especially confident is the person who inter-
views the interviewer with questions such as what type of patients
the office treats and how many patients it sees each day.
The most negative things to watch for, he says, are gaps in the

employment and a jumpy job history. Ask the why of them.
Somebody who makes direct eye contact and gives a logical expla-
nation is a good candidate. But somebody who has no good reason
or who answers with questionable body language doesn’t intend to
make a career of any job.
Overall, he says, the best candidate is somebody who shows a

stable employment history, is easy to talk to, is expressive and
jovial, and has “a good dialogue” with the manager.
People like that, he says, “tend to stay longer in their jobs.” �
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(continued from page 1)
titioner’s NPI has to appear on the line item for the
service.
Similarly, nurse practitioners, clinical nurse special-

ists, and physician assistants have to bill under their
own NPIs. They won’t get credit for services fur-
nished incident to a physician’s services.

what services are covered?

The primary care services that determine both eligi-
bility and bonus amount are these:
99201-99205 new patient office or other

outpatient visits
99211-99215 established patient office or other

outpatient visits
99304-99306 initial nursing facility care
99307-99310 subsequent nursing facility care
99315-99316 nursing facility discharge day

management
99318 E/M service involving an annual

nursing facility assessment
99324-99328 new patient domiciliary, rest home,

or custodial care visits
99334-99337 established patient domiciliary, rest

home, or custodial care visits
99339-99340 physician supervision of a patient in

home, domiciliary, or rest home
requiring complex care modalities

99341-99345 new patient home visits
99347-99350 established patient home visits

10% for some surgeons as well

Some surgeons will also see a 10% bonus, and that
too begins this year and will continue with services
provided through the end of 2015.
The provision applies to surgeons who practice in

Health Professional Shortage Areas. The payments
will come in the form of 10% quarterly bonuses for
major surgical procedures.
To be eligible for the bonus, the physician must be

enrolled in Medicare as a general surgeon and must be
based in a ZIP code in a designated professional short-
age area.

payment too for wellness exams

Along with the two bonuses is payment for annual
wellness visits, and that starts this year.
It applies to patients who are in their second year or

more of Medicare coverage, because during the first
year, they get the initial welcome-to-Medicare physi-
cal exam. The second exam can come no sooner than

12 months after the first one and then continues every
year after that on a 12-month-or-more basis.
There are two new codes for the wellness visits:
• G0438 – initial annual wellness visit

(Payment will be the same as a Level 4 new
patient office visit, code 99204.)

• G0439 – subsequent wellness visit
(Payment will be the same as a Level 4
established patient office visit, code 99214.)

Neither deductibles nor coinsurance apply to the
wellness exams. �

Doctors can – and should –
register now for EHR’s
meaningful use bonuses
Registration for electronic health record or EHR

meaningful use is now underway. And yes, doctors
have to register to participate.
To register, go to http://www.cms.gov/EHRIncentive

Programs/20_RegistrationandAttestation.asp.
Everybody can register right now. It’s not necessary

to have a certification number for the EHR system. In
fact, it’s not even necessary to have an EHR system
installed.
There’s no requirement to register immediately, but

Medicare recommends doing so to avoid running into
a backlog. The last day for starting the reporting for
this year is October 3, and registration obviously will
have to be made before that time.
To register, all the doctor needs is the NPI number.

The EHR certification number won’t be needed until
the provider attests to having met the meaningful use
requirements, and the soonest anybody can do that is
April.
Registration is for individual providers, not groups.

A provider who is part of a practice has to register
individually and also has to meet the meaningful use
requirements individually.
And it’s one to a customer. There’s only one incen-

tive payment a year regardless of how many offices or
locations a doctor serves.
Several states are in line with Medicare’s timeline

and have opened registration for their Medicaid EHR
incentive programs. They are Alaska, Iowa, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Oklahoma, Michigan, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas, and
next month, California, Missouri, and North Dakota
will open their registrations as well.
Registration should be available in all states by the

end of the summer.
Keep in mind, however, that providers have to
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chose between the Medicare and Medicaid.
Nobody can participate in both, and changing from

one to the other isn’t easy. A provider can’t move
either way until after receiving a bonus payment.
What’s more, only one change is allowed, and it has to
be made before 2015.
Medicare’s program is open to doctors of medicine,

osteopathy, dental surgery, dental medicine, podiatry,
and optometry and also to chiropractors.
The state Medicaid programs are a bit broader.

Those are open to doctors, nurse practitioners, nurse
midwives, dentists, and physician assistants working
in rural health clinics led by physician assistants.
Medicare’s program pays up to $44,000 over a five-

year period through Medicare. For Medicaid, the top
amount is $63,750 over six years
There is a lot of information on Medicare’s website

at www.cms.gov/ehrincentiveprograms/. �

Don’t forget e-prescribing;
only six months to avoid
the pay cuts it carries
Don’t neglect e-prescribing.
Beginning next year, doctors who haven’t been suc-

cessful electronic prescribers this year will see a cut in
their Medicare payments.
Next year’s cut will be 1%. In 2013, it will increase

to 1.5%. And in 2014, it will be 2%.
The only way to avoid those cuts is to start e-pre-

scribing now.
For an individual provider, that means the claims

for the first six months of this year have to carry at
least 10 electronic prescription codes.
For a group practice, all the requirements for suc-

cessful electronic prescribing have to be met during
that period.

just a few exceptions

There are, however, some exemptions.
First, there are two hardship codes:
• G8642 – the provider is in a rural area without

sufficient high speed internet access
• G8643 – the provider is in an area without suffi-

cient available pharmacies for electronic prescribing
There is also a code for nonprescribers:
• G8644 – the provider doesn’t have prescribing

privileges. (To avoid getting hit with a cut, the doctor
has to report this code at least once before June 30.)
In addition, the cut doesn’t apply if less than 10%

of the doctor’s (or group’s) allowed charges come
from the 2011 denominator codes for e-prescribing.
Mostly those are E/M codes for office visits.
And neither does it apply if the doctor has fewer

than 100 eligible patient encounters during the first
six months of this year. �

A face-to-face visit
is now required
for home care certification
An extension of Medicare’s home health care law

has taken effect this month and applies to care that
starts January 1 and after.
It requires that the doctor actually see the patient

before certifying eligibility for home health services.
The requirement can also be met by having a nurse
practitioner, clinical nurse specialist, certified nurse
midwife, or physician assistant see the patient, but
only when that practitioner is working for or in col-
laboration with the physician.
The face-to-face encounter can occur any time from

90 days before the start of the home care to 30 days
after it begins.
And when the home care is necessary for a new

condition that was not evident during a recent visit,
the provider has to see the patient within 30 days after
the home care begins.
The doctor has to document who saw the patient

and also explain how the patient’s condition supports
homebound status and the need for skilled home ser-
vices.
That’s an extension of the current requirement that

Here’s where to find
certified EHR software

Want to know what softwares have been approved
for electronic health record or EHR meaningful use?
They are all listed at http://onc-chpl.force.com

/ehrcert.
The site is run by the Office of the National

Coordinator for Health Information Technology
(ONC), and it lists all the complete and modular EHR
softwares that have been certified to date.
Only the softwares that appear on that site will be

given a reporting number. And to apply for the EHR
meaningful use bonus, the doctor must submit that
number.
The list will be updated as additional products are

certified. �
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a physician order and certify the need for home
health, and the purpose is to ensure that the home
health order is based on updated knowledge of the
patient’s condition.
There is a little leeway in the requirements.
One accommodating factor, of course, is that a non-

practitioner can conduct the face-to-face encounter.
Another is that a physician such as a hospitalist

who does not follow the patient’s care can do the cer-
tifying based on face-to-face contact with the patient
in the hospital. That physician can also establish and
sign the plan of care or can hand the patient off to the
regular doctor who then reviews and signs off on the
plan of care. Until now, the doctor who signed the cer-
tification was the only one who could sign the
patient’s plan of care.
One more accommodating factor is that in rural

areas, the face-to-face encounter can be done via tele-
health. �

How to move from staffer
to manager and become
the boss to old friends
Getting promoted to office manager is a mixed

blessing. As a former staffer, the new manager comes
into the job knowing the good performers, the bad
performers, the shortcuts, the troublemakers – and a
few secrets.
But the former peers also know their new boss,

including strengths, weaknesses, and what buttons to
push, says JOAN LLOYD, a Milwaukee, WI, man-
agement and leadership development consultant.
Along with that, they are wondering how their rela-

tionship with their former peer will change. And
someone who vied for the promotion could be poised
to sabotage the new manager.
Things are different now, Lloyd says. To be suc-

cessful in the job, the staffer-turned-manager has to
carve out an entirely new position in the office.

first, get a proper introduction

The first hurdle is to get into the position with the
acceptance of the other staff, and to achieve that,
Lloyd’s advice is to ask the senior physician for a for-
mal introduction.
Without an introduction, staff only see that yester-

day’s friend “shows up today as the new boss,” and
nobody knows for sure if the new boss really is the
boss.
Explain to the physician that the other staff need a

clarification that the change has been made. All that
needs to be said is “Former Staffer A is now your
manager. We have asked A to meet our expectations as
manager, and you in turn will now need to meet A’s
expectations.”
Follow that with a self-introduction that emphasizes

that the new manager is the leader of a team, for
example, “I’m very excited to be leading this wonder-
ful team. But I cannot lead this office by myself. I
know you all have great ideas, so I want to meet with
you on a regular basis to discuss them.”

what to say to whom

The next step is to follow through with the promise.
Meet with everybody individually to discuss each

person’s career and find out how people can become
more effective in their jobs. Ask questions such as
What do you like about your job? What would make
your job easier? What can I do to help you with your
job? What are your career interests?
Don’t get into past performance. The purpose right

now is to get “an informal agreement” from each
staffer to work with the new manager.
The actual conversation will depend on the prior

relationship with the staffer, Lloyd says.
If the relationship has been close, it’s going to be

necessary to “draw a line in the sand.” A good way to
approach that is with “it’s going to be a little awk-
ward, because I won’t be able to go out with you dur-
ing lunch or after work now. If I do, the others will
see any promotion or raise you get as favoritism, and
that’s not fair to you.”
Or, if the staffer is somebody who wanted the pro-

motion and didn’t get it, recognize the situation with
“I know you wanted this position, and I’m sure you
are disappointed. But I will do everything I can to
help you get another promotion. It might not be for
this job, but it will be for other jobs. I want to help
you develop in your role and then recommend you for
a promotion when the time comes.”
If that’s not well received and the staffer later tries

to undermine the new manager’s efforts, it’s time for
discipline. But take a kind approach: “I have noticed
that you have been slow to fulfill the responsibilities I
have delegated to you. I know you wanted this posi-
tion and were disappointed not to get it, and I’m hop-
ing you can shake this attitude. The behavior is not
helping you. In fact, if it continues, we will be having
a much different conversation later. Please don’t make
me have to do that.”

get on the management team

In a large practice where there are other managers,
the new manager also needs to establish a position on

(continues on page 8)
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Index to medical office manager – 2010
These are all the articles that appeared in MOM during the past year. They are listed

chronologically by topic. This index is a good reference for tracking past information.

health care reform

Health care reform – a readable summary of the points that
affect medical offices (a MOM mini seminar) – April

Health care reform brings new coverage, new taxes, and big
questions on where doctors’ payments are going – April

EHRs and meaningful use

More points about electronic records (the dates to watch, PA
participation, payment procedures); registration starts next
month – December

Valuable pointers on getting that meaningful use money
(as well as a good EHR start) – November

Q & A on electronic records and how to get that bonus
(a MOM mini seminar) – October

Meaningful use in a nutshell – September
Check out the office’s EHR software certification; it’s a

requirement for meaningful use – September
A list of the 15 core items and 10 menu items – August
EHRs get top billing on the new Medicare paybill: a $44,000

bonus versus a looming pay cut – August
Meaningful use strikes a blow at e-prescribing bonuses – July
An outline of meaningful use – June

marketing the practice

Rural Georgia office carries extensive information for patients
on its website – May

Every office should take advantage of free marketing from the
internet – February

the RACs

When, why, and how to appeal a RAC’s $$ demands (and why
the demands are usually worth appealing) – March

The RACs are out in full force; here’s how to respond to and
how to deal with them – January

Medicare

Don’t miss the December 31 filing deadline for 2009 claims
covering Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, 2009 – December

Arizona office calls on its patients to help fix the SGR pay cut
issue – August

Offices now have only 12 months to file Medicare claims – July
That 21% cut to doctors’ pay gets a temporary halt – July
22 danger spots where the OIG is searching out fraud in

Medicare claims – March

Medicare says no more payment for consultations, and
commercial payers gear up to do the same – January

Telehealth consults still get paid via G codes – January
No 21% pay cut after all – at least not until March – January

salaries and benefits

Managers’ salaries reach a new high of $66,701 plus another
$11,422 in benefits – June

improving the revenues
Pre-arranged card payments: a can’t-beat collection method

that requires very little work – June
New Jersey manager finds good savings hidden in some

surprising areas – June
Two new tax breaks offices can take advantage of – one on

insurance premiums, the other on hiring – May

managing staff

Six short good ideas: a weekly review of each billing staffer’s
problems; let staff set up coverage for their vacation times;
a billing professional’s advice on getting better payments;
appoint one staffer to deal with patient complaints; child
care for staff who work on Saturdays; printed labels save
everybody time – December

To put an immediate stop to a staffer’s anger, use active
listening – December

Good solutions to aggravating behaviors: the unprofessional
appearance, cell phone and internet use, the messy desk, the
staffer who has to best everybody, bad breath and body
odor, the staffer who never follows through – December

How to succeed in people management: nine bad problems and
nine good solutions) – October

Maine manager holds roundtable discussions on operational
matters – October

How to end the jealousy when a sharp newcomer threatens the
longtimers – September

In Texas, a weekly ‘applause sheet’ keeps staff attitude on a
positive note – September

To improve performance, drop the criticism and focus on
education – July

Five practical ideas for making management easier – July
Dealing with negative people, from the angry staffer to the one

who just sulks – June
What to do when a staffer lodges a valid complaint against a

doctor – May
How to get good information about the office during an exit

interview – April
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Missouri manager counterbalances no raises with bonuses for
the top performance – April

Colorado clinic uses telecommuting to fill the gap in long-term
absences – March

Surviving seven nightmare staff personality types – February
Make performance reviews cure-alls and motivators – February
New Jersey office offers part-time clerical jobs with hours to

suit working mothers – February
Florida manager sets four-day weeks and betters the revenues as

well as staff’s worklife – January
A six-question oral survey can improve morale and generate

useful ideas – January

HIPAA

HIPAA’s new Breach Notification Rule – the parts managers
need to know about – January

professional advancement

To be effective, know how to use body language – December
Four little touches of business etiquette the doctors expect their

manager to follow – November
To make a presentation that’s doctor-convincing, follow these

rules – October
Eight rules for being an effective manager, especially in a small

office – August
How a lady overcomes the gender issues in a male-dominated

world – February

legal issues

For legal protection, be sure to cover these points in the
employee handbook – October

Beware five areas where business and personnel records can get
the office into trouble – August

Same-sex partners get hospital visitation rights – July
What can employees see in their personnel files? – February
Enter GINA – a new law that puts new protection on genetic

information – February
Yes, the office has to pay for translators for deaf patients and

patients who don’t speak English – January

employment law

The ADA and mental ills, medications, suicide, alcoholism, and
threats – November

Alert: in a poor economy, a discrimination claim is an appealing
paycheck – October

Hiring without advertising the job; the loopholes of employment
at will; firing a staffer who returns from leave – September

The hollow claims, the demands, and the blackmail of sexual
harassment – August

Fire with great caution; lawsuits are waiting to be filed – July
Three sticky issues on granting FMLA leave – July

More discrimination claims and too many job applicants make
hiring a risky business – May

The six major spots of wage and hour woes – April
The risks of office romances; firing after an EEOC complaint;

the ADA and medication; third-party harassing – March
Manage with softness; employee claims can bring tremendous

penalties – March
Points about harassment law that get forgotten and cause big

trouble – January

hiring and firing

The key to a good hire: ask the questions in terms of ‘how have
you handled that in the past?’– December

Four rules for good hiring: identify the office’s past mistakes;
get staff’s opinion; choose by merit, not influence; and use
numbers instead of emotions – December

Just how true is that resume? Here’s how to find out – March

ICD-9-CM and CPT coding

Here are the topics from MOM’s monthly column ‘ICD-9-CM
and CPT Coding Update’ plus other coding articles:

New notes to read in CPT’s 2011 updates – December
ICD-9-CM and CPT Coding Update: coding the different types

of pain and their causes – November
A complete list of the 2011 updates to CPT - November
ICD-9-CM and CPT Coding Update: The end of the esophagus,

its problems and its codes – October
The basics of ICD-10 and how it differs from ICD-9

(a MOM mini seminar) – September
A side-by-side comparison of ICD-10 and ICD-9 – September
ICD-9-CM and CPT Coding Update: The top 10 autoimmune

diseases and their codes – September
ICD-9-CM and CPT Coding Update: ICD-9’s new codes get

some last-minute updates – August
A list of ICD-9’s last-minute updates (10 new codes, two

deleted codes, and two general changes) – August
ICD-9-CM and CPT Coding Update: ICD-9’s updates for 2011

bring a few surprise codes – July
ICD-9-CM and CPT Coding Update: Coding substance abuse,

both alcohol and drugs – June
A complete list of the 2011 updates to ICD-9-CM – June
ICD-9-CM and CPT Coding Update: Coding for decubitus

ulcers includes site and stage – May
Clear answers about those not-so-clear consult codes – May
ICD-9-CM and CPT Coding Update: The documentation

requirements for the E/M codes – April
ICD-9-CM and CPT Coding Update: A final look at the CPT

updates from radiology onward – March
ICD-9-CM and CPT Coding Update: Explaining CPT’s updates,

starting with surgeries – February
ICD-9-CM and CPT Coding Update: The new CPT changes

begin with resequencing – January �
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(continued from page 5)
the management team by meeting with the other man-
agers and asking questions such as How can my staff
work with your department better? How can we pro-
duce better work for you? Where do you want us to
improve?
The new manager is now part of that group, and it’s

essential to establish a working relationship with all
its members.

don’t be a bully; don’t be a wimp

How much authority should the new boss exercise?
Not a lot, Lloyd says. It’s not uncommon for a new-

comer to try to assert authority by coming down hard
on everybody right off the bat. But far from strength-
ening the position, it breeds resistance and resentment.
Neither is it productive to go the other way and be

soft.
Equally as bad is to be apologetic about giving

directives as in “um, could you please do this for
me?” Nobody is going to take that seriously.
Don’t get apologetic either about getting the promo-

tion with comments such as “I really didn’t want this
job.”
Apologies won’t offset harsh feelings any staffer

has about the change. They will only weaken the new
boss’s strength as a manager.

no changes in the first six months

Along with the authority question is the question of
when to introduce changes.
When people move from staffer to boss, “they often

come in bursting with all the ideas they had when they
were employees,” Lloyd says. They’ve said often “if I
were the boss, I’d do things differently!” And now
they want to do all those different things.
Slow down. People resist change. The best

approach is to be just an observer for the first six
months. Use the time to find out what everybody
wants and also to get opinions about any potential
changes. After that, introduce each change slowly.
With a slow schedule, she says, people will be

amenable to the changes.
That doesn’t apply to changes the doctors ask for,

however. If they want to see something done immedi-
ately, do it immediately. But if it’s a change staff
aren’t going to like, ask one of the physicians to intro-
duce it to staff and also to tell the staff that the doctors
have asked the manager to implement the change.

a time for praise and recognition

Praise is important during the transition.
Staff are on edge wondering where they stand with

the new manager and how their performance is being

viewed. What’s needed is praise, and it needs to be
given wherever it’s warranted.
The best venue is staff meetings, because there peo-

ple get both the praise and public acknowledgement.
Take that further and supplement the praise with a

statement that the doctors are aware of the staffer’s
good work. And try to give tangible proof of that such
as a copy of an e-mail sent to the senior physician rec-
ognizing the performance.

equal time with everybody

Perhaps the most difficult part of the transition is
ending the social interaction with peer friends.
A new boss can’t continue on with the same lunch

crowd or spend extra time with old friends as in the
past. Do that, and the others will see it as favoritism.
And the real danger comes if a former friend is pro-

moted or given a leadership role. Regardless how well
earned the honor is, if the manager has spent more
time with that person than with the other staff, every-
body will assume favoritism.
That doesn’t mean former friends have to be

dropped, Lloyd says. What it means is that there has
to be equality. The new boss has to spend equal time
with everybody.
Have lunch with the old friends, but have lunch

with everybody else just as often; spend time talking
with the old friends, but spend the same amount of
time talking with the other staff.

get rid of the old jobs

Another difficult part of the transition is letting go
of the old responsibilities.
That can be difficult for a new boss, Lloyd says.

Anybody gets promoted for being “a star doer,” and
it’s not easy to part with the work that generated the
promotion in the first place. Consequently, star doers
tend to hang on to their old responsibilities, take on
the new responsibilities, and get stretched too thin.
She gives the example of a new manager who,

among other things, got the promotion because of out-
standing collection work. In the new and uncertain job
environment, there’s comfort in hanging on to the col-
lections, because it’s something the new boss knows
will be done well.
Say goodbye to the old responsibilities, she says,

and once they’re gone, don’t try to micromanage
them. Let somebody else do those jobs and shine.

don’t badmouth the old boss

To all that Lloyd adds a final caution: don’t criticize
the former boss.
The previous manager “may have been a complete

idiot,” but don’t say so. The obvious reason is that
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anybody who liked the former boss will resent the
comment and may retaliate by undermining the new
boss.
But more than that, a good manager doesn’t get into

that type of discussion. Regardless what was said ear-
lier, recognize that the role of manager doesn’t allow
it. If somebody opens the subject, respond with “Let’s
just focus on the work now. Let’s not go down that
path.”
If the response is “well you sure didn’t mind talking

about it before,” own up to the mistake: “Yes, I did.
And it was inappropriate. And it’s still inappropriate
now.”
Far from putting people off, that attitude will earn

the new manager respect, she says. The other staff see
it as professionalism. They’ll also see it as an indica-
tion the new manager won’t gossip about anybody
else in the office. �

The 2011 CPT updates
in the surgery section
BY THERESE M. JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P
Last month’s column began the review of CPT’s

updates for 2011, covering the changes to the E/M
codes, a lot of new notes throughout the book, and the
first part of the surgery section, which is the integu-
mentary system.
Here we finish the surgery updates from the muscu-

loskeletal system on through the eye and ocular
adnexa. Next month we will complete the review.

MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
The new codes here begin with 22551–22552 for

arthrodesis, which is the fusing of two vertebra, usual-
ly to relieve pain. Those codes apply to the cervical or
neck area of the spine, and they include the removal
of the disc.
The first code is for the first interspace, and the

second is for each additional interspace.
Also new here are three codes that are out of

sequence. They are 29914-29916 for hip arthroscopy,
which is the visual examination of the hip. The first

includes the femur, the next includes repair of the
acetabulum or the hip socket, and the third covers
repair of the labrum or cartilage in the hip.
There is also a note that says not to use 29916 if

the labral repair is secondary to surgical arthroscopy.
To do so would be unbundling. Instead use either
29862 or 29863 (surgical arthroscopy with cartilage
debridement and synovectomy).

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
The first thing here is a new note before codes

31233-31297 for nasal endoscopy. It says those codes
are for unilateral procedures.
As for new codes, there are 31296-39297 for surgi-

cal nasal sinus endoscopy with dilation of the ostium,
or the opening to the nasal cavity. Those include the
fluoroscopic guidance, so don’t code that separately.
Also new is 31634 for bronchoscopy, either rigid or

flexible, with balloon occlusion to assess an air leak in
the bronchus. That procedure is often done to treat
persistent bronchial fistulas. The code includes the
fluoroscopic guidance and moderate sedation.
If bronchial valves are removed at the same time,

use either 0251T or 0252T, both of which are new
Category III codes.

CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
New are 33620-33622 for cardiac hybrid proce-

dures for newborns with hypoplastic left heart syn-
drome, a condition where the left ventrical and aorta
are improperly formed. Without treatment, the child
usually dies.
Hybrid means the heart is not stopped, so there is

no need for a heart/lung machine.
Codes 33620 and 33621 are for stage 1 of the pro-

cedure. The first covers application of bands to nar-
row the pulmonary arteries, and the second covers the
insertion of a catheter for stent placement. The stent
keeps the arteries open so blood can pump from the
right side of the heart into the aorta.
Code 33622 is for stage 2, a later procedures where

the bands are removed and the heart is reconstructed.
A note there says not to use that code with other surg-
eries that include the procedure, and it lists those surg-
eries.
Next is a whole new group of codes (37220 to

37235) covering revascularization of the lower
extremities. These codes, along with Category III
codes 0234T-0238T, replace codes 35480-35485 and
35490-35495 for open and percutaneous transluminal
atherectomy.
The coding depends on the blood vessels involved

(iliac, femoral/popliteal, or tibial/peroneal), whether
the procedure is open or percutaneous, whether an ini-
tial or additional vessel is involved, whether there is
angioplasty or atherectomy or both, whether the pro-

ICD-9-CM and CPT
coding update
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cedure is unilateral, and whether stents are placed.
With the femoral/popliteal procedures, there are no

add-on codes, so if two lesions are treated, code the
most complex. By contrast, iliac and tibial/peroneal
procedures do have add-ons for additional vessels.
There are lots of guidelines here, and offices that

perform these procedures need to follow them careful-
ly. They give instructions for coding things such as
bifurcations and procedures that extend from one vas-
cular territory to another. They also say to use modifi-
er 59 when there is treatment on both legs.

HEMIC AND LYMPHATIC SYSTEMS
The only new code here is 38900, and it is an add-

on, which, of course, means it cannot be used alone. It
is for the identification or mapping of sentinel lymph
nodes via dye or radio tracer.
The sentinel node is the first node reached by

metastasis from a primary tumor, and identifying it is
essential to treatment and has become the standard of
care for many types of cancer, including breast cancer.
For the injection of the tracer, the code is 38792.

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
The newcomers start with 43283, which is an add-

on for laparoscopic lengthening or stretching of the
esophagus. It’s used with 43280-43282 for laparo-
scopic fundoplasty, or repair of the area between the
esophagus and stomach. The repair is usually done
because of hernia or severe reflux, and it may or may
not require lengthening the esophagus.
Related to that are new codes 43327 and 43328 for

esophagogastric fundoplasty. The first involves lapa-
rotomy, which is a large incision through the abdomi-
nal wall; the second involves thoracotomy, which is
an incision into the pleural space of the chest.
Also new are 43332-43337 for repair of a para-

esophageal hernia, which is a type of hernia where
part of the stomach is squeezed up into the chest
beside the esophagus. The repair was previously
coded in the hemic and lymphatic systems but has
now been moved to the digestive system.
Codes 43332 and 43333 are for the repair done via

laparotomy, without and with mesh, respectively.
Codes 43334 and 43335 are for the repair done via

thoracotomy, again without and with mesh.
And codes 43336 and 43337 are for the repair done

via thoracoabdominal incision, which is an incision
into both the thorax and the abdomen.
Note that those codes do not cover neonates. For

infants, the hernia repair is coded at 39503.
Next is 43338, which is another add-on code for

lengthening the esophagus. Unlike code 42383, the
procedure is open, not laparoscopic.
Following that are 43753-43755 for gastric intuba-

tion. Code 43753 is for therapeutic intubation, and it

requires the physician’s skill. Code 43754 is for diag-
nostic intubation and does not require a physician.
And codes 43754 and 43755 are for intubation involv-
ing single and multiple specimens.
Similar are 43756 and 43757 for diagnostic duode-

nal intubation with single and multiple specimens.
Next is 49327, another add-on, for surgical

laparoscopy with the placement of an interstitial
device for radiation guidance.
Then comes 49412 for the same when the place-

ment is surgical or open.
The last new code here is 49418 for the percuta-

neous insertion of a tunneled catheter for dialysis or
chemotherapy. A tunneled catheter has a cuff that
stimulates tissue growth to help hold it in place, and
it’s used when access to the vein is needed for a long
period of time.
Note that codes 49419, 49421, and 49422 have

been revised to cover tunneled catheters.

URINARY SYSTEM
Just a single new code here, and it is 53860 for

remodeling of the female bladder neck for stress
incontinence.
The procedure was previously listed as a Category

III code (0193T). It involves radiofrequency, which
heats up the tissue and causes it to become permanent-
ly firm. It’s minimally invasive and takes less than an
hour.

MALE GENITAL SYSTEM
A revision to note here is that code 55866 for

prostatectomy now includes robotic assistance,
reflecting the frequency of that new type of approach.

FEMALE GENITAL SYSTEM
Just a single new code. It is 57156 for the insertion

of a device for the delivery of vaginal radiation. This
is done for brachytherapy, or radiation where the radi-
ation source is placed close to the lesion.
And with maternity care and delivery, there are

notes on what delivery and postpartum care include.

NERVOUS SYSTEM
The updates here begin with 61781-61783 for

stereotactic computer-assisted procedures, which are
surgeries that use three-dimensional coordinates to
locate small targets inside the body.
Those codes indicate three sites – intradural cra-

nial, extradural cranial, and spinal – and they are add-
ons for the primary procedure.
Next is code 64566 for posterior tibial neurostimu-

lation to treat urinary voiding dysfunctions such as
urge incontinence. With that procedure, the posterior
tibial nerve, which is located near the ankle, receives
low-voltage electrical stimulation, usually in 30-
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minute sessions. That nerve affects the bladder, and
the stimulation regulates the bladder and improves the
function of the pelvic floor.
New too are codes 64568-64570 for the implanta-

tion and removal of cranial nerve electrodes, which
are used to treat epilepsy that does not respond to
medical treatment.
And last is 64611 for chemical denervation of the

salivary glands to reduce the overproduction of saliva
that can occur, for example, with Parkinson’s Disease.
If fewer than four glands are injected, use modifier 52
for reduced services.

EYE AND OCULAR ADNEXA
The new codes here start with 65778 and 65779 for

the placement of an amniotic membrane on the eye.
That’s an artificial membrane, and it helps the eye
repair itself from wounds as well as from chemical or
thermal injury.
The first code shows the membrane is self retaining

and the other shows that it is sutured to the eye.
After those come new codes 66174 and 66175 for

the treatment of open angle glaucoma. They used to
be Category III codes 0176T and 0177T, but they have
now been approved as regular codes.
And at the very end of this section are new notes to

code 69990, which is an add-on for the use of an oper-
ating microscope. The notes list the codes that include
the use of the microscope and therefore can’t be used
with 69990. �

The keys to better revenues:
a 10-day collection letter
and basic office procedures
Ask any office “how well do you collect at the time

of service?” and the answer will be “outstanding!”
But almost no offices can define outstanding, says

REED TINSLEY, CPA, a medical practice business
advisor in Houston.
Here’s the definition: at the time of service, the

office should be getting some type of payment from
90% of the patients who can pay anything, even $1.
“It may not be possible to get it all,” he says. “But get
something.”

the first half is a 20-day letter

Tinsley’s advice is to go directly for the money.
Don’t waste the time and effort of sending out sec-

ond and third statements, he says. Every patient
should get “one and only one” statement, and if the

money isn’t in at 30 days, send out what he terms a
10-day letter signed by either the office manager or
the staffer in charge of collections.
It’s brief. All it needs to say is
Dear Patient: Our records indicate that your

account is overdue. This letter is notice that if
we do not hear from you within 10 days from the
date of this letter, your account will be sent to
our outside collection agency.
If you cannot pay the balance of your account

now, we still want to work with you to set up a
mutually agreeable payment arrangement; how-
ever, our cooperation is only available if you
contact us with the next 10 days.
We are sorry to have to take this action, but

expenses in the health care industry are such
that we can no longer perform services without
receiving adequate compensation.
Please ask for me when you call. Thank you

for your prompt attention to this matter.
The patient already has an EOB plus the office’s

statement and knows exactly how much is owed.
And he points out that all the letter asks for is “the

courtesy of a call.” Anybody who doesn’t respond
within 10 days “isn’t going to pay.” That person has
already had more than 40 days to pay. If there’s no
response now, send the account to collections.
And be strict about it, he says. If there’s no

response in 10 days, send the account to collections.

staff control the other half

That letter is only half the collections picture, how-
ever. The other half is what the staff do, and he out-
lines five points.
First, the collection work has to start when the

appointment is made. The scheduler has to remind all
patients – both new and established – that “We expect
your copay and deductible at the time of your appoint-
ment. Will that be a problem?”
Put the same message on the website. Also put up a

sign in the waiting area.
“The cost of billing and collecting is tremendous,”

he says. And when the amounts are small such as
copays, the expense of billing for it outweighs the
money that comes in.
Second, for the patient who has received a 10-day

letter and not responded, don’t schedule an appoint-
ment until that patient speaks with the manager.
Third, collect the co-pay before the patient ever

sees the doctor. All states except Massachusetts allow
offices to collect at the time of service, he says.
If the patient doesn’t have cash, ask for a credit

card. And if there’s still no payment, it’s time to make
the call of whether to see the patient or reschedule.
Fourth, when a patient comes in with a balance,



don’t let that patient see the physician “without some
kind of conversation about making a payment.”
Unless there is a front desk staffer who is good at

that type of conversation, the best approach is to take
it out of the hands of the staff and call in the manager.
And all the manager needs to say is “We notice that
you have a balance. Can you make some payment on
that today?”
And fifth, when a patient has a high deductible, ask

for the full payment. “It’s not the physician’s fault.
It’s the employer’s fault,” and there’s no reason for
the doctor to make up what the employer doesn’t pro-
vide.

only a short payment plan

For patients who can’t pay the full amount, set up a
payment plan. And payments have to be substantial,
Tinsley says. “It’s absurd for somebody to pay $10 a
month.” The office will lose money sending out the
statements.
When someone truly can’t pay, that’s the time to

offer a discount, perhaps “can you pay half today and
half later with a 20% discount?”
And no plan should go on for more than six pay-

ments.
He adds that discounts should not be given without

first trying to get the money. Give them only on the
back end. “This is a business.” Make every attempt to
get paid for it.

‘it’s not rocket science’

Bringing in the best possible revenues “is not rock-
et science.” It’s just common sense, and Tinsley points
to six basic and simple tactics that all offices need to
take but that tend to go ignored.
• Set aside “adequate time each week to do the

insurance collection calls.” Small offices rarely do
that, he says, because they stay so busy. But to get the
money in, the office has to start the calls at 28 days,
not 60.
“Don’t be lazy and just refile the claim.” Chances

are it’s going to come back the same way.
• Hire enough staff to get the collection work done

properly.
He cites one client office that had five physicians

and only one collector, “and more than $900,000 was
over 150 days old.” Not hiring another collection
staffer was scarcely a money saver. Even a part-time
staffer can make a tremendous dent in any office’s
receivables.
• Accountability is essential. Many times staff write

off as contract adjustments amounts that could have
been appealed and paid. There needs to be a system of
getting approval before any charge can be written off.
• Chart the number of E/M code levels. They

should fall into a bell curve.
An office can have a curve that leans toward the

higher-level codes if it has adequate documentation to
support those claims, he says. But no office should
have a curve leaning toward the lower-level codes.
When that happens, count on it that the physician is
undercoding – and many physicians do that on pur-
pose to avoid trouble.
• Check each EOB against what the payer is sup-

posed to be paying. A common misconception is that
all payers deny the same things Medicare denies. But
that’s not always the case, and unless the office spots
those claims, money falls through the cracks.
• Finally, recognize the importance of accurate cod-

ing. Most of today’s revenue is fixed reimbursement,
and to make the best of that situation, the office has to
maximize its coding.
Tinsley recommends that any staffer who deals

with coding – and all the doctors – take coding class-
es. The money is in the hands of the codes, and the
codes are in the hands of the doctors. �
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